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Blogging and RSS feeds are the latest trends sweeping the Internet.
This Ebook takes a brief look at this new phenomenon and shows how you can use RSS
feeds on your websites to both attract targeted visitors and also help in getting pages of
your sites listed in the Yahoo Search Directory quickly and easily.
Adding a blog (or web log) which incorporates an RSS feed to your website is a high
leverage, low cost way of driving traffic to your website from Yahoo, without paying the
$299 inclusion fee that many other website owners have forked out for this privilege.
As the search engines race for content, Google will often follow Yahoo to your blog and
index the content of both your blog and your website if you set it up correctly as outlined
below.
At this point I do not want to confuse or distract you with too much detail or information
on RSS and news feeds, but this is a cutting edge strategy that has produced measurable,
extraordinary, results for many webmasters.
What I want to do is give you just what you need to know in order to get a Blog started,
link your own RSS feed to your My Yahoo page and then sit back and watch your pages
get spidered by Yahoo (and often Google) and included in their directory without waiting
forever or paying the inclusion fee.
This is a fairly straightforward procedure. (Gee, I hate that word…procedure…they are
usually painful experiences best avoided, but this one’s not, I promise.) :-)
I’ll take you step by step through the process and show you exactly how you can do this
in less than two hours, and get surprisingly rapid results.
I’ll share my results with you later, but for now, let’s get this working on your website…
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Step one…
Create A Free “My Yahoo” Account.
Go to Yahoo.com and sign up for a free account. Use the link below for instant access to
their signup page –
http://edit.yahoo.com/config/eval_register?.u=&.v=&.intl=us&new=1&.done=http%3a//
my.yahoo.com&.src=my&partner=&promo=&.last=
After you sign up and verify your email address, you’ll be taken to a page where they
want you to download the Yahoo toolbar.
Sometimes this download page won’t load properly, so you can skip downloading the
toolbar if you want to, or if the page won’t load properly, go to Yahoo by clicking on the
“Yahoo Home Page” link on that page.
Once you are back on the Yahoo home page, select My Yahoo so you can begin
customizing your page.
The “My Yahoo” link is in the top right hand of the home page…see below…
Here it is!!

…then the first thing you’ll see is this screen…
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You’ll see the screen below. Fill in your sign-up details like I’ve done below and create
you’re my Yahoo account.

Once you’ve done that, you’ll see the screen below asking you to verify your registration.
Just copy the graphic letters and numbers into the form, accept the Yahoo terms and
conditions and hit ‘I Agree’.
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Then you’ll see this screen…select ‘Continue To My Yahoo!’
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Unselect everything you don’t need and select ‘Create My Page’.

You’ll see the screen below…click on ‘Add Content’ on the left had side.

On the right hand side of the page, you’ll see a link that says ‘Add RSS by URL’. Click
on this link.
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OK, you’re doing great! That’s step one completed.
We’ll leave Yahoo for now and create a Blog at Blogger.com
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Step two…
Create A Blog At Blogger.com
We’ll use your new blog to create the RSS feed that Yahoo will use to list your site
quickly in its directory. (Don’t worry, it’s simple…)
Once Yahoo knows that you have an RSS feed on your Blog, their search engine spiders
will go there and index the content you have placed there and also any pages of your
website that you have linked to from your blog, sometimes within 48 hours!
This is the power of this strategy – it can give you quick, painless inclusion in the Yahoo
directory without paying the $299 fee!
Ok, lets keep at it…
Go to www.blogger.com and create a Blog for your website. Here’s what you’ll see when
you get there.

Click on “Create Your Blog Now” and go to the next page…
Choose a username (don’t include any spaces), a password (twice), a valid email address,
then name your blog (use the domain name of your website and include your best
keywords if you can).
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When you’re done, accept their “Terms of Service” and hit “Continue”.
On the next screen you will name your blog. Again, use your domain name and
appropriate keywords, and then put in your URL without the www. Your blog will be a
sub-domain of Blogger.com, so the www isn’t required. See below…
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When you are ready, hit continue.
OK, now choose a template for your blog.
Select the radio button next to the template that you like best. The template at the top left
hand side (Minima) has been chosen in this example.
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When you’re done, hit “Continue”…

You’ll get a “Creating Your Blog” message as the software builds your blog…
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…and then you’ll be taken to the “Your blog has been created!” page…

Choose “Start Posting” and you’re away.
Write a short introduction, put your name at the bottom, highlight your URL at the
bottom and then create a hyperlink using the hyperlink tool on the Blogger tool bar.
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Check what it looks like using the “Preview” tab, and then when you are happy with it,
select “Publish Post.”

Now you’ll see this message…
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Now click on the “Settings” tab at the top of your page and then the “Publishing” tab. See
on the screen shot below where it says “Ping Weblogs.com?” Change that setting from
“No” to “Yes.”
This will automatically let the search engines know to come and spider your blog
whenever you publish new content. Select “Save Settings” and then move on to the next
step.
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Now, while you are still in settings, select the “Site Feed” tab.
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Make sure that “Yes” and ”Full” are selected. Now see that hyperlink beside ”Site Feed
URL” ending in atom.xml? That’s your own personal RSS feed!
Highlight the entire URL by clicking to the right clicking on it…

…and select “Copy Shortcut.”
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Step Three…
Add the RSS Feed of Your New Blog to My Yahoo.
Now, return to your Yahoo page, right click in the search box where we left off before
and paste the hyperlink you just copied from Blogger.com into the search box. It will
look like this…

Now this is important…
Check that there isn’t a space at the end of the URL that you just copied from your
Blog (at the end of atom.xml – see where the arrow from the curser is above?).
Sometimes a space will appear here from when you copied the URL over from Blogger,
and if it does, Yahoo won’t be able to find your RSS feed, and you’ll get an error
message.
Once you’ve pasted your RSS feed URL into the search box and checked that there is no
space at the end, select “Add“.
Once you’ve done this, you’ll get this confirmation screen…select ‘Add’ again.
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You then get the choice to go back or go to you’re My Yahoo page.

Choose ‘Go to My Yahoo!’

Now your Yahoo home page will load and it will look like this…
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Your first blog entry will be highlighted as a hyperlink…
Click on the hyperlink to your blog and make sure that you are taken there and that
everything’s working properly…you should see your first Blog message like the one
below…
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Hang in there, you’re almost done…
Once you are sure that your RSS feed is directed towards your blog by clicking on the
link from your My Yahoo page (this will link your site directly to Yahoo via your blog),
go back to your Blogger.com window and select “Posting“ again…

Create a second post that includes as many hyperlinks to your website as you can
physically get in there. The best post you can make is a copy of your site map.
Bear in mind that this is a search engine optimization strategy, but there will be some
human visitors as well, so you will need what you write to make sense.
You can use the HTML editor in Blogger to create the links and write some descriptive
text next to each one if you don’t have FrontPage or something similar.
Important - Include the keywords for each page you link to in the hyperlink if you
possibly can.
Go to my blog now and see how I did this –
http://just-german-shepherds.blogspot.com/
Scroll down through that page on my blog and you’ll see that I’ve included a hyperlink to
several articles and also lots of pages from my site including my site index.
In fact, one of my most recent posts is an exact copy of my site index, telling my visitors
that they can easily find any page on my site by looking here.
This helps to ensure that the Yahoo search spiders visit as many pages of your site
as possible when they come to visit your Blog!
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My results?
By using this technique, I went from having 2 pages listed in the Yahoo directory to 28
pages listed within 48 hours! Over the next few days, I had a total of 54 pages out of my
site’s then total of 85 listed in their directory.
Now I’ve got about three quarters of my site’s 120 pages in Yahoo and every page of the
site is listed in Google!
Before I used this technique, I only had three pages indexed by Google!
I can’t guarantee that this method will work for every site under all circumstances, but it
has proven to be very beneficial for many other website owners.
Certainly worth taking an hour or two to do, wouldn’t you agree?
One last thing.
You should also create a tier two page on your site that introduces your new blog to your
website visitors and put a link to your Blog on your home page.
You can check out how I introduced my blog here –
http://www.just-german-shepherds.com/german-shepherds-blog.html
And that’s all there is to it!
You’ve set up an RSS feed that should get lots of your pages listed in the Yahoo
Directory with little further effort on your part.
And now that you have created your blog, a great strategy for generating additional
traffic is to post every article you write for content on your website into your blog as
well.
This helps you to get added exposure for your website and gives you more content for the
search engines to spider.
Because all of your blog entries are strung together in one long message, the content isn’t
the same as that of each individual article, so there’s little chance of the search engines
penalizing you for having duplicate content.
Or to make certain, you may want to change your Blog entries a little so that they aren’t
identical; that way there isn’t any doubt.
And of course, you’ll have hyperlinks to lots of other pages on your site at the end of all
of your blog articles, which will allow the search engine spiders additional opportunities
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to find your other content each time you post.
By selecting “Ping Blog“ from the Blogger “Settings” menu, your fresh content will be
spidered regularly each time you post it…
One final note on “pinging” your Blog…
One additional step is to let the world of blogging (and thus the search engines as well)
know about the posts to your Blog.
After you post a new entry to your Blog, complete with a link or links to pages on your
website, you will benefit from sending a ping to the various web log search engines.
Blogger will send a ping to one of them for you, but there’s another site that offers one
stop shopping for submitting pings.
(A ping is a piece of data that is sent to the search engines notifying them that an update
has been made to your Blog).
If you want to submit your new content to all the biggest Blog search engines and
directories with one click, then you should bookmark www.pingomatic.com
When you go to this website, you enter your blog's name and Blog URL, check off the
services you want to send a ping to (select them all) and hit submit.
Instantly our pings will be sent to all the services you select, thus helping to get out the
word about your blog.
Be sure and hit the Ping-o-Matic site after every posting to your Blog and you will get
more attention for your posts and for your web pages in turn.
I sincerely hope this strategy helps you to increase the number of pages your website has
listed in Yahoo and Google quickly and easily. It has worked for many others and it can
work for you too…
I wish you every success with your website, and until next time,
Kindest Regards,
Rocky Tapscott
Local Web Solutions
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